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Abstract

In this paper we study some problems related to human
age estimation using a large database. First, we study the
influence of gender on age estimation based on face repre-
sentations that combine biologically-inspired features with
manifold learning techniques. Second, we study age esti-
mation using smaller gender and age groups rather than on
all ages. Significant error reductions are observed in both
cases. Based on these results, we designed three frame-
works for automatic age estimation that exhibit high perfor-
mance. Unlike previous methods that require manual sep-
aration of males and females prior to age estimation, our
work is the first to estimate age automatically on a large
database. Furthermore, a data fusion approach is proposed
using one of the frameworks, which gives an age estimation
error more than 40% smaller than previous methods.

1. Introduction

Human age estimation has recently become an active re-
search topic in computer vision because of the demands
of real-world applications such as electronic customer re-
lationship management (ECRM) [2], security control and
surveillance monitoring [10, 16, 20], biometrics [21, 19],
and entertainment.

Computationally, an age estimation system usually con-
sists of two modules: image representation and age estima-
tion. Age image representations include the anthropomet-
ric model [15, 20], wrinkle model [14], active appearance
model (AAM) [5], AGing pattErn Subspace (AGES) [9, 8],
age manifold learned from raw images [7, 6], local binary
pattern features [34], and parts [25] or patch-based appear-
ance model [33, 29]. Given a representation, age estima-
tion can be viewed as a multi-class classification problem
[16, 26, 10] or a regression problem [7, 31, 30, 6, 35] or a
hybrid of the two [10, 11, 12].

The aging process is influenced by many factors. For
example, males and females may have different face aging
patterns [10]. So far, however, no research has studied the
influence of gender on age estimation. We will study this
problem in this paper. Furthermore, we want to study age

estimation performance on separated age groups rather than
on all ages. The results are related to designing an auto-
matic age estimation system without user’s input of gender.

All our studies have to be performed on a large database
because it is hard to discover the problems mentioned above
using a small database. We first introduce the database used
for our study in Section 2. Face representations are de-
scribed in Section 3. Then the studies and results are pre-
sented in Section 4. After that, we introduce several frame-
works for automatic age estimation in Section 5.

2. The Database

The Yamaha gender and age (YGA) database was
adopted in our research. It is a large face database col-
lected recently, containing 8,000 face images captured out-
doors for people in the age range from 0 to 93 years. The
database has been used before for human age estimation
[7, 31, 30, 11, 6, 10, 33, 12]. But in all of those approaches,
males and females were manually separated before age es-
timation, which is not practical for a completely automatic
age estimation system.

3. Face Representations

We explore the combinations of biologically inspired
features (BIF) with manifold learning techniques for face
representations, which will be used in our study of problems
related to age estimation. Given the face representations,
support vector machines (SVMs) [27] were used for age es-
timation, i.e., each age is used as one class label. Multi-
class SVMs based on pairwise comparisons have been used
successfully for age estimation previously [10]. In this pa-
per we also use SVMs, with a variety of face representa-
tions.

3.1. Biologically-Inspired Features

Visual processing in the cortex is modeled as a hierarchy
of increasingly sophisticated representations. Riesenhuber
and Poggio [22] proposed a new set of features derived from
a feed-forward model of the primate visual object recogni-
tion pathway. The model contains alternating layers of sim-
ple (S) and complex (C) cell units. The bio-inspired features
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(BIFs) have been investigated for object category recogni-
tion [24] [23] [18] and face recognition [17]. Very recently,
BIFs were investigated for age estimation [13] and showed
good performance without using learned prototypes as in
[24, 23, 18]. Here, BIFs are used as the base features in
our study. We found that age estimation performance can
be improved significantly when manifold learning uses BIF
features.

3.2. Manifold Learning

Here we investigate two recently proposed manifold
learning methods, called marginal fisher analysis (MFA)
[32] and locality sensitive discriminant analysis (LSDA)
[4], for the age estimation problem. An earlier method,
called orthogonal locality preserving projections (OLPP)
[3], has been applied to age estimation in [7, 11, 10]. We
include the OLPP method in our study for comparison, and
found that when OLPP is used with the BIF rather than raw
images as in [7, 11, 10], a significant gain in performance
can be obtained. Principal component analysis (PCA) [28]
is also included for comparison.

3.3. Our Representations

We investigate combinations of biologically-inspired
features and manifold learning as the face representations
for age estimation. Unlike unsupervised PCA, the methods
that we investigate here, such as LSDA and MFA, can incor-
porate label information during learning. Manifold learning
or subspace analysis is an active research topic in computer
vision recently. Usually, manifold learning methods are ap-
plied to raw images directly [3, 32, 4, 7, 11, 10, 6]. How-
ever, there might be a problem in applying subspace anal-
ysis methods to raw images directly because misalignment
of images can cause problems in learning a discriminative,
low-dimensional manifold. In other words, subspace anal-
ysis methods are often sensitive to image misalignment. In
our age estimation problem, the face images have a large
span of ages, e.g., from 0 to 93 years, so it is very hard
to align all these images well, considering the large facial
shape changes from young to senior people. How to deal
with this problem? Using biologically-inspired features is
one possible solution. In deriving the BIF, the “MAX” op-
eration is used to obtain the C1 features from S1, which
can endure small translations, rotations, and scale changes
[22, 23].

We believe that the combination of BIF and manifold
learning is promising in terms of robustness (i.e., not sensi-
tive to image misalignment) and discriminative power (local
embedding by supervised learning with label information).

4. Study and Results

Based on the face representations described in the pre-
vious section, we study two issues in human age estima-
tion: the effects of gender and the effects of gender and age
group on age estimation. These issues are very related to
designing automatic age estimation methods with high per-
formance, which will be presented in our next study.

4.1. Gender Unknown vs. Known in Age Estimation

Our first study is: How much can age estimation per-
formance be affected by gender? For this investigation, we
compare age estimation errors under two situations: case I,
age estimation is performed on all faces without discrimi-
nating between males and females; and case II, age estima-
tion is performed for males and females separately, with the
assumption that gender is known.

To our best knowledge, no previous work has studied the
issue of how gender affects age estimation. We compare
age estimation errors in cases I and II using a variety of
facial representations. The basic representation is to learn
the age manifold from raw face images using the OLPP
method, which has shown good performance for age esti-
mation [7, 11, 10, 6]. It was also shown that the OLPP
method is much better than PCA in learning the age man-
ifold [7]. In addition to using the OLPP method for males
and females separately as in [7, 11, 10, 6], we also apply
OLPP to the whole training set without separating males
and females. Linear SVMs were used with pairwise com-
parisons for age estimation. The performance of age estima-
tion is usually measured by the mean absolute error (MAE)
[16, 9], which is defined as the average of the absolute er-
rors between the estimated ages and the ground truth ages.
As shown in columns I and II of the first row in Table 1, the
MAE is 7.04 years when the OLPP was applied to all train-
ing face images, while the MAEs are 5.24 and 5.69 years
when it was applied to females and males separately. The
average of the MAEs over females and males is 5.47 years,
which is reduced from 7.04 years by 22.3%. This large re-
duction of error shows that age estimation is affected by
gender significantly.

Throughout this paper the parameters for manifold learn-
ing and SVM training were adjusted using a small tuning
set, which was about 10% of the training data. Then man-
ifold learning was executed again and the SVMs retrained
on the whole training set based on the tuned parameters. All
results are measured by a standard 4-fold cross validation.

The second representation for age estimation is to use
biologically-inspired features with PCA for dimensionality
reduction [13]. Again, the work in [13] only performed age
estimation for females and males separately. The MAE of
the “BIF+PCA” representation is reduced by 14.3%, from
4.56 years to 3.91 years (on average) when age estimation
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Table 1. A study of age estimation in different situations: case I, age estimation without considering gender separation; case II, age
estimation with known gender (males and females are manually separated); and case III, age estimation on separated gender and age
groups (group information is provided manually). The mean absolute errors (MAEs) in years are reported for age estimation in each case.

Representations
I II III

Altogether Gender Known Gender & Age Groups Known

OLPP 7.04

Female Male
Female Male

Young Adult Senior Young Adult Senior
5.24 5.69 1.18 3.88 2.71 1.46 3.61 2.26

[7, 11, 10, 6] Average: 5.47 Average: 2.88
Reduced: 22.3% Reduced: 59.1%

BIF + PCA 4.56

Female Male
Female Male

Young Adult Senior Young Adult Senior
4.32 3.50 1.07 3.53 2.40 1.15 2.89 1.55

[13] Average: 3.91 Average: 2.43
Reduced: 14.3% Reduced: 46.7%

BIF + OLPP 3.88

Female Male
Female Male

Young Adult Senior Young Adult Senior
2.89 2.76 0.92 2.89 1.63 1.09 1.91 1.71

(New) Average: 2.83 Average: 1.90
Reduced: 27.1% Reduced: 51.0%

BIF + LSDA 3.62

Female Male
Female Male

Young Adult Senior Young Adult Senior
2.87 2.58 0.83 2.34 1.70 0.82 2.17 1.28

(New) Average: 2.73 Average: 1.74
Reduced: 24.6% Reduced: 51.9%

BIF + MFA 3.17

Female Male
Female Male

Young Adult Senior Young Adult Senior
2.61 2.64 0.79 2.42 1.56 0.76 2.09 1.34

(New) Average: 2.63 Average: 1.72
Reduced: 17.0% Reduced: 45.7%

was performed for females and males separately. By the
way, the “BIF+PCA” representation gives much smaller age
estimation errors than OLPP on raw images in both cases.

Next, we applied OLPP to the BIF features. Age estima-
tion results are shown in row three in Table 1. In contrast to
PCA, the OLPP method can help the BIF lower the MAE
from 4.56 to 3.88 years in case I. The MAE on average over
males and females (case II) is also lowered from 3.91 to
2.83 years. This demonstrates that OLPP is better than un-
supervised PCA given the same biologically-inspired fea-
tures.

Let us also look at the difference of MAEs between cases
I and II using the “BIF+OLPP” representation. The MAE
on average in case II is 2.83 years, while the MAE is 3.88
years in case I. From case I to II, the error reduction rate is
27.1%. This significant error reduction demonstrates again
the great influence of gender on age estimation.

Next, we examine manifold learning on BIF using the
LSDA method. In case I, the MAE is 3.62 years, while in

case II, it is reduced to 2.73 years, with a reduction rate of
24.6%. In addition, the “BIF+LSDA” representation gives
slightly lower errors than the “BIF+OLPP” in both cases.

Finally, we examine manifold learning with MFA on
BIF. In case I, the MAE is 3.17 years. It is reduced to
2.63 years in case II with an error reduction rate of 17.0%.
Among the three manifold learning methods applied to BIF,
the “BIF+MFA” representation has the fewest errors.

In summary, the influence of gender on age estimation is
significant. When age estimation is performed on females
and males separately, the MAEs can be reduced from 14.3%
to 27.1%, based on the five methods for face representation.

4.2. Gender and Age Groups

Our second study addresses the question: How signifi-
cantly can age estimation errors be reduced if the estima-
tions are performed on smaller gender and age groups? We
call it case III in our study, where gender and age groups
are known or provided by the user. Motivated by the phys-
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ical difference of human aging in different growing stages
[1], we would like to investigate whether a gain in perfor-
mance can be obtained if age estimation is performed on
age groups rather than on all ages. From a computational
viewpoint, the problem of age estimation is simplified a lot
when working on smaller age groups.

To verify this conjecture, we divided ages into three
groups: young (0-19 years, 1,000 images), adult (20-60,
2,050), and senior (61-93, 950) for both males and females.
Then age estimation is performed on each group indepen-
dently. The MAEs are reported for each group for case III
in Table 1. The average over all six groups is computed
by a weighted average, considering the different number of
images in the groups. All results shown in Table 1 are mea-
sured by a standard 4-fold cross validation.

Error reduction rates were computed by comparing cases
I and III. Given the five representations, the error reduc-
tion rates were 59.1%, 46.7%, 51.0%, 51.9%, and 45.7%,
respectively. The reductions are significant, much greater
than the corresponding reductions from case I to II. This
demonstrates that age estimation errors can be very low if
the problem is simplified to work on groups containing a
small range of ages. The results in case III can be viewed as
“lower bounds” on age estimation errors for the five repre-
sentations.

4.3. Comparison with Other Approaches

Before moving to the next study, this section describes
some comparisons. All previous work [31, 30, 11, 10, 33,
12] did age estimation for females and males separately,
similarly to case II in our study. In Table 2, all results
are reported using four-fold cross validation. The results
of the last three are based on our new representations. In
comparison, the new representations give much lower er-
rors than the result of RPK [33], which has an average MAE
of 4.66 years. Even the “BIF+OLPP” representation lowers
the MAE by 39.3%. The “BIF+MFA” reduced the MAE
further to 2.63 years with a reduction rate of 43.6%. These
comparisons show that our new representations are better
than previous approaches for age estimation.

Table 2. MAEs (in years) on the YGA database based on new
representations (the last three rows) and previous methods for fe-
males, males, and all, respectively.

Method YGA:F YGA:M Average

OLPP+SVR [10] 7.00 7.47 7.24
OLPP+SVM [10] 5.55 5.52 5.54

LARR [10] 5.25 5.30 5.28
PFA [12] 5.11 5.12 5.12
RPK [33] 4.94 4.38 4.66

BIF+OLPP (New) 2.89 2.76 2.83
BIF+LSDA (New) 2.87 2.58 2.73
BIF+MFA (New) 2.61 2.64 2.63

5. Automatic Age Estimation

According to the results in Table 1, age estimation per-
formance can be improved significantly if the gender is
known (case II), and improved even more if the gender and
age groups are also provided (case III). In reality, however,
this information is usually unknown for a test image. To
develop an age estimation system for practical use, the gen-
der or gender and age groups have to be recognized before
age estimation. The question is, what performance can be
achieved for completely automatic age estimation? To our
best knowledge, no previous research has addressed this
problem using a large database.

We present several different approaches to automatic
age estimation, based on the results in Table 1. The four
different face representations: “BIF+PCA,” “BIF+OLPP,”
“BIF+LSDA,” and “BIF+MFA,” are used in each approach.
They are also compared to see the difference between them.

5.1. Preceding Age Estimation with Gender Classi-
fication

A straightforward approach to automatic age estimation
is first to recognize the gender of a given face, then do age
estimation corresponding to that gender. If the face is clas-
sified as female, its age is estimated using the age estimator
learned for females. Otherwise, the estimator learned for
males is used. We call this approach framework 1 (F1).

Table 3. Automatic age estimation: framework 1 (F1).

Representations
Gender Classification Age Estimation

Accuracy Error (MAE)

BIF+PCA 93.7% 4.10
BIF+OLPP 92.6% 3.21
BIF+LSDA 94.5% 2.95
BIF+MFA 91.4% 3.12

The results of F1 with different representations are
shown in Table 3. Comparing Table 3 with Table 1, it
can be seen that (1) automatic age estimation using F1 can
have better results than the corresponding mixed age es-
timation for all four representations, although the gender
classifications are not perfect; (2) the best representation is
the “BIF+LSDA” for age estimation with F1, which has the
highest gender classification accuracy among the four; (3)
the “BIF+MFA” representation performs the worst with F1
for gender classification, thus raising the MAE, although it
has the smallest MAE for age estimation with mixed gen-
der; and (4) all representations using F1 have larger errors
than when gender is known.

5.2. Preceding Age Estimation with Gender and Age
Group Classification

Given the smallest age estimation errors in case III of our
study, another framework can be designed for automatic age
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estimation. It classifies a face into one of the gender and
age groups first, and then does age estimation on the de-
termined group only. We call this framework 2 (F2). This
approach is reasonable if the accuracy of group classifica-
tion is high enough so that the estimation errors are very
small, as shown in the study of case III in Section 4. The
results of F2 are shown in Table 4, from which one can ob-
serve that (1) the group classification accuracy can be as
high as 89.7% using the “BIF+LSDA” representation. The
final MAE can be as low as 2.84 years, which is lower than
the 2.95 years using F1. (2) For most of the representations,
the performance using F2 is better than that with F1. The
only exception is “BIF+MFA.” Notice that the group classi-
fication accuracy is too low for “BIF+MFA,” which causes
its low performance using F2.

Table 4. Automatic age estimation: framework 2 (F2).

Representations
Gender and Age Age

Group Classification Estimation
Accuracy Error (MAE)

BIF+PCA 87.8% 3.63
BIF+OLPP 86.7% 3.19
BIF+LSDA 89.7% 2.84
BIF+MFA 82.4% 3.76

5.3. Using Gender Only from Gender and Age
Group Classification

An alternative use of the gender and age group classi-
fication results is to use the estimated group information
to make a new decision on gender. Specifically, if a test
face is classified into one of the three groups: young fe-
male, adult female, or senior female, it is considered fe-
male. On the contrary, if the test face is classified into
one of the three groups: young male, adult male, or se-
nior male, it is determined as a male. Is gender decided
in this way better than direct classification (e.g., in F1)?
Consider the results in Table 5. Compared with Table 3,
the gender recognition accuracies are improved for all four
representations. The highest accuracy is now 95.6% for the
“BIF+LSDA” representation. Even for “BIF+MFA,” gen-
der classification accuracy is slightly improved from 91.4%
to 92.2%. The MAEs are also reduced for most of the rep-
resentations. The only exception is “BIF+MFA.” Compar-
ing Tables 5 and 4, the MAEs using F3 are larger than that
with F2 for the“BIF+LSDA” and “BIF+PCA” representa-
tions. The main advantage of F3 is that it can improve the
gender recognition accuracies over the direct two-class gen-
der classification used in F1.

We want to mention that nonlinear SVMs with RBF ker-
nel perform much better than linear SVMs for gender classi-
fication. This is also true for gender and age group classifi-
cation. But for age estimation, linear SVMs are comparable

Table 5. Automatic age estimation: framework 3 (F3).

Representations

Gender from Age
Age and Gender Estimation

Group Error (MAE)

BIF+PCA 94.9% 4.04
BIF+OLPP 94.1% 2.98
BIF+LSDA 95.6% 2.87
BIF+MFA 92.2% 3.16

with or even better than the kernel SVMs.

5.4. A Data Fusion Approach

Given the three frameworks for automatic age estima-
tion, which of the four face representations gives the best
results? The tables show that the “BIF+LSDA” representa-
tion performs the best consistently. Notice that it has the
highest accuracy for gender and age group classification.
On the other hand, if we go back to case III in Table 1, the
smallest MAEs for age estimation are obtained from dif-
ferent representations in different groups. For example, the
“BIF+MFA” representation has the lowest MAEs in three
groups: 0.79 years for the young female, 1.56 years for
the senior female, and 0.76 years for the young male, while
the “BIF+LSDA” representation gives the lowest MAEs in
two groups: 2.34 years for the adult female and 1.28 years
for the senior male, and the “BIF+OLPP” gives the lowest
MAE of 1.91 years for the adult male. So a natural question
is, can we combine the different representations to further
improve age estimation performance? This is an idea of
data fusion.

To develop an approach based on data fusion, we pro-
pose a simple method to utilize the results of case III in Ta-
ble 1. The fusion method works using F2 because only F2
can take full advantage of the smallest MAEs in each of the
six groups. It classifies a face into one of the six groups first
and then estimates age within that group. In contrast to F2
described in Section 5.2, now different representations are
used in different groups, guided by case III in Table 1. Only
the “BIF+LSDA” representation is used for gender and age
group classification. We label this data fusion approach us-
ing framework 2 as “F2.F” and show the results in Table 6.
The MAE is 2.66 years, which is the lowest error that we
achieve for automatic age estimation.

5.5. Comparison

We compare our automatic age estimation results with
the method in [33], although the comparison is not fair to
us because all our results in Section 5 were obtained using
automatic age estimation while previous work used manual
separation of males and females in testing. The purpose of
the comparison is to summarize our results from Table 3 to
Table 6, and show the improvements.
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Table 6. Automatic age estimation: a data fusion approach using
framework 2 (F2.F).

Representation Representations
for for Age

Age and Gender Age Estimation Estimation
Group in Error

Classification Each Group (MAE)

BIF+LSDA

Young Female BIF+MFA

2.66

Adult Female BIF+LSDA
Senior Female BIF+MFA

Young Male BIF+MFA
Adult Male BIF+OLPP

Senior Male BIF+LSDA

The comparisons are given in Table 7. The result from
[33] is 4.66 years, which is an average of the MAEs for
females (4.94 years) and males (4.38 years). In our study,
various frameworks were used for completely automatic age
estimation. The smallest MAE among the four representa-
tions is chosen as the representative for each framework.
The error reduction rates are significant, from 36.7% to
42.9%.

Table 7. MAEs (in years) comparison of our frameworks with the
result in [33] that uses manual separation of gender. Error reduc-
tion rates are computed by comparing with RPK [33].

Method MAE Error Reduction Rate

RPK [33] 4.66 0
F1 2.95 36.7%
F2 2.84 39.1%
F3 2.87 38.4%

F2.F 2.66 42.9%

6. Conclusions

We have systematically studied the influence of gender
on age estimation using five different face representations
and a large database. We also studied age estimation when
performed on separate gender and age groups. Our exten-
sive experiments show that age estimation is affected sig-
nificantly by gender, and significant error reductions can be
achieved if age estimation is performed on groups that each
contains a small range of ages with a single gender. Based
on these studies, we designed three frameworks for auto-
matic age estimation. A data fusion approach using frame-
work 2 gave the smallest error. It reduced the MAE by more
than 40% when compared with previous results.
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